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Abstract

Early modern knowledge exchanges across Asia are a rather under-studied aspect in the history of late imperial China. The historiographical attention to the exclusive role that European missionaries played in introducing “Western ideas” to late Imperial China has to a great extent overshadowed the investigation of cross-Asian engagements and their contribution to the cultural, social and intellectual fabric of late imperial China.

This talk will focus on a network of Chinese savants who sought new knowledge of the natural world through meticulous study of Arabic and Persian texts. Between the mid-16th and early-18th centuries, these savants undertook extensive travels in search of newly-imported or long-forgotten Arabic and Persian manuscripts forgotten in libraries, or newly brought by visitors, and developed didactic methodologies to interpret these texts. Some published their scholarly insights in Chinese, thereby calibrating the accumulated knowledge of Greek, Arab and Persian traditions with contemporary Chinese theories and experiences.

The talk will explore the methods by which Chinese sought to bridge linguistic, cultural and theoretical gaps, and the cultural economy by which foreign concepts and theories were interpreted, articulated and naturalized. It will bring to light a hidden facet of the polyglot and multicultural nature of late Imperial China and the vibrant cultural exchanges across early modern Asia.
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